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Since the reform and opening up， China has experienced rapid growth in
economy and its overall strength has improved significantly.But the unbalanced
development between China's region is also deteriorated. Western scholars tried to
explain the unbalanced regional economy through the core edge interactive theory，
development pole theory， cumulative cycle of cause and effect theory， etc. But
Chinese scholars tend to explain our regional economic disparities in terms of
geographical factors ， factor endowments ， technological conditions and
macroeconomic policies.However, barely no scholar put emphasis on the relationship
between tax competition and regional economic gap.In the mean time， China's local
governments generally believe that tax competition will help attract more foreign
investments so as to promote economy while the result is not necessarily the case.
Therefore，in order to give references to the policy making process，empirical analysis
on tax competition and regional economic gap are needed . Thus，this paper will focus
on the impact of horizontal tax competition on regional economic gap，and carry out
along the way from theory to practice.
Firstly ， describe the theories which Western academia used to explain the
regional economic gap，and then come to explain the pathway and mechanism that tax
competition affects regional economy. Secondly， analyze the current status of tax
competition and regional economic gap，and examine tax competition and regional
disparities in a variety of methods and calculate the coefficient of tax competition and
the regional economic gap. Then，using the coefficient of regional disparities in China
between 1998-2010，combined with the coefficient of tax competition，the coefficient
of the industrial structure gap， ownership structure gap coefficient，the coefficient of
workers education gap and investment in science and technology gap coefficient to
construct the panel data regression model. The result shows that: different types of tax
competition have different effects on regional disparities， tax competition among













will narrow the economic gap between the region. Finally， based on the result of
empirical analysis，this paper gives several suggestions.
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